INSIDE THE FBI
1 x 120 / Discovery Channel / 2009 / ID: 25878
Experience unprecedented access to the inner workings of the San Diego FBI field office. In this special, the FBI takes down some of the most dangerous criminals in Southern California, arrests a suspected paedophile and helps identify victims of an increasingly violent Mexican drug cartel. Inside the FBI takes you on the ultimate ride-along.

MEGA HEIST
1 x 120 / Investigation Discovery / 2008 / ID: 124598
Meet the greatest safe crackers, bank robbers and jewel thieves the world has ever seen. From Belgium to Buenos Aires, Sin City to Southern California, Mega Heist charts four of the greatest robberies of all time.

UNDERCOVER: DOUBLE LIFE
13 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2008 / ID: 124276
Every undercover agent has a unique story to tell. Undercover uses firsthand participation from agents around the country to explore criminal organizations such as the neo-Nazis, Mafia and the Colombian drug cartel. It delves into each group’s underbelly, experiencing it up close and personal through the eyes and ears of the people who have lived and breathed it.

DERANGED
10 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2008 / ID: 124256
They are among the most notorious killers in history. Among them: Bundy, Ramirez, Berkowitz. How were these mass murders brought to justice? Serial Killers takes viewers inside the original investigations, getting the stories from eye-witnesses, the original investigators, forensic scientists, and the killers themselves; giving viewers the low-down and the latest revelations on ten of the most dangerous men in American history.

SOLVED
Series 1-3: 34 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2009 / ID: 128279,127484,130080
With a new line-up of shocking homicide mysteries, we return to the life-changing cases of police officers and FBI agents. Each murder unfolds through their first person accounts, beginning with the moment of the crime to its conclusion. Forensic analysts, trace evidence experts and computer specialists all add their incredible investigation techniques to help solve these compelling cases.

SOLVED: EXTREME FORENSICS
Series 1-2: 26 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2007-2009 / ID: 123866,127487
In every detective’s career, one case stands out as unforgettable, crime scenes so bizarre they defy logic, and criminal minds so conniving they defy understanding. Everyone is a suspect. Only the sharpest minds and cutting-edge science can solve these shocking puzzlers.

CRIMES THAT SHOOK THE WORLD
Series 1–2: 16 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2005–2008 / ID: 118157
By using real police video material, archive news footage and dramatic reconstruction, some of the most world renown serial killer stories are told. Along with interviews from investigating officers, forensic scientists and the victims’ families, we profile the most horrendous crimes of the 21st century.

BEST EVIDENCE
6 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2006 / ID: 25479
From Gulf War illnesses and alien abductions to near death experiences and Bigfoot, Best Evidence combines dramatic documentary storytelling with today’s technology and advances in science to unravel and test both long-held and recent mysteries. It goes to any limits – using science rather than loose conjecture – to make definitive points.
THE SHIFT
Series 1: 8 x 60, Series 1: 18 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2008-2009 / ID: 125660, 127636
Meet 36-year-old Christine Mannina, a star homicide detective with the Indianapolis Police Department with a 100% solved rate. Christine and her fellow officers operate in one of the most crime-ridden cities in the country. Explore their jobs, families, personal struggles and the bonds they have with one another as they put their lives on the line each day.

SECRETS OF THE SECRET SERVICE
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2009 / ID: 26033
Jump in to a no-holds barred investigation of America’s most mysterious law enforcement agency. Classified technology, secret strategies, deception, and courage combine to provide the best protection possible. But just one mistake could endanger the President.

SECRETS OF INTERROGATION
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2008 / ID: 25853
Examine the science behind the world’s most high stakes mind games. How much of an interrogator’s work is art and how much is science? What physiological effects do certain interrogation techniques have on the human body? For the first time ever interviewed on camera, hear from the men who interrogated the highest-ranking Nazi soldiers and scientists after WWII.

POISONED PASSIONS
6 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2012 / ID: 137885
Poisoned Passions dives into stories of star-crossed lovers – women who fall in love with the wrong men and learn the hard way that, in their cases, love does not conquer all. Told from each woman’s point of view, she reveals how she gives herself over to her darkest impulses and finds herself in twisted, and often lethal, scenarios.

CELL BLOCK PSYCHIC
3 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2013 / ID: 141081
For years, our host, a crime psychic medium, has closed cold cases and helped solve high profile investigations. Now she’s meeting with the most notorious murderers on death row, and delivering messages from the victims they killed. She is the Death Row Psychic.

CUFF ME IF YOU CAN
6 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2010 / ID: 131445
Told through real life witnesses, dramatic reenactments and first-person narration, "Cuff Me If You Can" recounts true stories of determined and resourceful criminals who were just narrowly tracked down by the skin of their teeth. Since they clearly weren’t able to tell their stories while on the lam, we are now able to reveal the amazingly cunning ways that helped them almost get away.

DESPERATE MEASURES
3 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2012 / ID: 136718
Desperation is a force so powerful that it drives us to do anything we can to come out on top. When we’re backed into a corner, our animal instincts emerge and seemingly upstanding citizens are driven to commit incredibly reckless and dangerous acts. Desperate Measures tells tales of people so desperate to save a marriage, gain custody of their children or keep their hard-earned money that they commit unspeakable acts of murder and violence.

RESTLESS SOULS
1 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2013 / ID: 141257
Seventy-five percent of Americans believe in ghosts. A quarter of those individuals say they’ve personally seen or felt a ghost. But what if that encounter was in your own house. And what if you discovered that the place you call home was, at one time, also called a murder scene - and the victim’s decided to stick around. Join us for a murder mystery from beyond the grave-a crime show that’s sure to leave you haunted.
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DISAPPEARED
Series 1: 39 x 60. Series 4: 26 x 60. Series 5: 20 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2009-2011 / ID: 125570
In these latest stories of missing family members and the search to find them, the cases are just as extreme and endlessly compelling. Each episode is a classic mystery beginning immediately before the individual vanishes, all the way through the investigation and loved ones’ search for clues. From a woman spurred away to Mexico, to a millionaire’s disappearance in Arizona, dark secrets hidden beneath everyday lives may indicate whether or not the person left voluntarily.

ESCAPED
10 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2008 / ID: 125395
Witness true stories about people who’ve been held captive, imprisoned and caged, and how they escaped to freedom. Experience captivity through the eyes of a young boy who was able to escape his bone-breaking captor, and a young Russian woman who found herself a pawn in a sex trafficking ring.

FLIGHT 370: THE MISSING LINKS
1 x 60 / Discovery Science / 2014 / ID: 144624
Examine the science behind the world’s most high stakes mind games. How much of an interrogator’s work is art and how much is science? What physiological effects do certain interrogation techniques have on the human body? For the first time ever interviewed on camera, hear from the men who interrogated the highest-ranking Nazi soldiers and scientists after WWII.

MOBSTER CONFESSIONS
6 x 30 / Discovery Science / 2011 / ID: 26374
Discover the crime-life of America’s most notorious families with shocking stories from insider Mafia members. For the first time ever, these informants have come out of hiding to share their extraordinary experiences. Their first-hand testimonies and cinematic re-creations give viewers a behind-the-scenes look into the Mafia’s illegal operations and eventual arrest.

I MARRIED A MOBSTER
10 x 30 / Investigation Discovery / 2010 / ID: 132085
For the women who marry mobsters, getting new in-laws has a whole new meaning. Meet the wives that lived with organized crime and a face-paced lifestyle they could have never prepared for. Each woman shares the wild ride from how her relationship blossomed to the realities of living the high life and her family’s eventual downfall as authorities locked up her loved ones, and maybe even her. Narrated by Lorraine Bracco, who starred in Goodfellas and The Sopranos.

INJUSTICE FILES: SUNDOWN TIMES
1 x 60 / Investigation Discovery / 2013 / ID: 141395
Keith Beauchamp heads out on a cross-country road trip to investigate Sundown Towns, all-white towns where African-Americans were not allowed to set foot in after dark. Keith is determined to reveal that such towns still exist today.

MARKED BY THE MOB
4 x 60 / 2013 / ID: 137031
See the true stories behind some of the most famous mob hits in history, played out in vivid, dynamic animation. For over a century, the mob has been a violent component of America’s underbelly. The mob has its own rules and its own way of doing things. When problems arise, it settles them through bloodshed. Whether it’s about honor, power or a personal grudge, offenders usually pay with their lives. The methods of execution vary, from something as simple as a pocketknife to a complex, yet perfectly built bomb. In the world of the mob, no one is ever safe and no one goes quietly. Because you’re as good as dead when you are... Marked by the Mob.
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